The large di usion of concurrent and distributed systems has spawned in recent years a variety of new formalisms, equipped with features for supporting an easy speci cation of such systems. The aim of our paper is to analyze three proposals, namely rewriting logic, action calculi and tile logic, chosen among those formalisms designed for the description of rule-based systems. For each of these logics we rst try to understand their foundations, then we brie y sketch some applications. The overall goal of our work is to nd out a common layout where these logics can be recast, thus allowing for a comparison and an evaluation of their speci c features.
Introduction
Recent years have seen a large di usion of rule-based computational systems, in particular supporting concurrent and distributed features. Their operational behaviour could be summarized this way: There exists a world of possible states, or global con gurations, each of them representing an intermediate step in the evaluation of a program. In practice, a con guration should take into account the memory contents, the data structures and the ow diagram of an abstract machine implementing the system. Rules denote possible, local evolutions of the system, and in many cases some of them may possibly take place simultaneously, either independently or interacting. A suitable notion of matching is then (often implicitly) required, for identifying the occurrence of a certain local con guration inside a global one, in order to know when a certain rule can be applied. This is the case of the ring semantics for Petri nets 73] , where a state is a multi-set of atomic components, and a transition is allowed to be executed from a marking M if the preconditions of appear in M; or the tightly related case of the reaction analogy for the chemical abstract machine 6]; or the case of the equational deduction view of term rewriting systems 46] , where states are terms of an algebra, and a rewriting step l ! r can be performed from a term t if one of its sub-terms can be equated to an instance of the term l; or the case of the implementations of -calculus based on permutation equivalence 51]; or the case of operational semantics for process algebras 61]; or ... Such a large di usion of rule-based systems has spawned a number of proposals, aiming at methodologies that could o er a exible framework (intended as a meta-formalism) for specifying their operational behaviours. Even in this meta-theoretical case we may try to identify a pattern: The idea is to abstract as much as possible from the details of the system at hand, o ering general guidelines for characterizing inductively the class of all possible evolution steps performed by the system. Such a procedure usually involves some kind of deduction system, usually built lifting the structure on states to the level of computations. The aim of our paper is to analyze three formalisms, namely (unconditional) rewriting logic, action calculi and tile logic, representing three of the most complex and articulated proposals available at the moment. They all share a common assumption, namely, that the rules should carry no condition restricting their applicability 1 . In the paper we describe the above formalisms, and we try to nd a common ground to compare them. In particular, we will take care of showing how both tile logic and action calculi can be encoded into rewriting logic, and in providing benchmarks, via suitable case studies, in order to underline the speci c features of each of those approaches.
Rewriting logic 54] has been introduced by Jos e Meseguer as a foundational tool for the speci cation of concurrent systems with state changes. Since it is also adopted as the semantic basis of several implementation e orts 7, 17, 27, 55] , which support either executable speci cations or parallel programming in the formalism, it can be considered as a suitable framework in which many other logics can be implemented 53]. In Section 3 we rst sketch an introductory description of rewriting logic, restricting our attention to the unconditional case. Then, we review brie y two relevant applications of the logic, in view of our speci c interest toward the modeling of systems with distributed or higher-order features. Thus, we rst present one of the best-known formalisms for distributed systems, namely Petri nets 73], and we recall the description of its concurrent behaviour proposed in 54]. Afterwards, we present an encoding of the untyped -calculus 3] into rewriting logic; it is a simpli ed version of the translation described in 49]. We close the section showing how the rewriting logic paradigm can be applied to data structures di erent from terms.
Action structures were originally proposed by Robin Milner 64] as a foundational model for di erent kinds of process algebras, especially for mobile and higher-order systems. The focus is on the extension of the algebraic description with functional higher-order features, in the line of the (typed) lambda calculus. In particular, action calculi 63] identify a class of such structures, which can be used as a (non-standard) syntax for a variety of models of interactive behaviour. In Section 4 we rst present the basic action calculus, and we then review two calculi recently proposed. The rst is an example of a higher-order action calculus, called lamc, introduced in 63], and which is able to encode a variant of the simply-typed, call-by-value -calculus. The second is instead a simple action calculus presenting the basic features for the mobility of processes, called pic, also introduced in 63]; its extension with a primitive for boxing {roughly corresponding to pre xing{ is proved adequate to model asynchronous -calculus 38]. We close the section presenting an original contribution of the paper, namely, an encoding of (the closed variant of) the generic action calculus into rewriting logic, and proving its soundness.
Tile logic 30] has been proposed by the authors as a general framework for the speci cation of rule-based systems, whose actual behaviour relies on the notions of synchronization and side-e ects. The main idea is to enrich each rewrite rule with a notion of observation, carrying information on the possible behaviour of its sub-components, that is, imposing a dynamic constraint to the terms to which it can be applied. Thus, the resulting formalism extends rewriting logic via a suitable format for representing generic open con gurations of reactive systems with coordination. Section 5 has a three-part structure. We start reviewing the basic de nitions of tile logic, then presenting two case studies that involve languages for process description. The rst example is the encoding of ccs proposed in 30] . The second is the encoding of the asynchronous -calculus; it is original to this paper, even if it is loosely based on 28]. We close the section sketching the encoding of tile logic into (unconditional) rewriting logic 11, 58] , and brie y surveying term tile logic 10], an extension of the formalism with a rich structure for observations, based on the notion of hyper-transformation 12]. We refer instead to 14] for the presentation of an higher-order extension of tile logic.
The connection between the structure of states and that of computations suggests the search for additional algebraic structures besides terms. We give in Section 2.1 some intuition about the notion of name sharing. On the various case studies tackled in the paper, names will be considered either as links to communication channels, or to objects, or to locations, or to remote shared resources, or also to some cause in the event history of the system. Often, these names are freely -converted, because the only important information they o er is sharing. In Section 2.2 we then introduce gs-monoidal theories, which represent the algebraic counterpart of such notions; they give an axiomatic description to various graph-like structures, introducing formalisms that are di erent from the ordinary tree-like presentation of terms. We often use such theories in our paper, but we do not aim at any completeness, and we do 2 On the structure of terms
Some thoughts on name sharing
We suggest an informal`wire-and-box' notation for giving an intuitive understanding of the name sharing mechanism, and more generally of the rôle played by the auxiliary structure in the ordinary representation of terms. In this notation, variables are represented by wires and the operators of the signature are denoted by boxes labeled with the corresponding operation symbols. For instance, the term h(x 1 ; f(x 2 ); g(x 1 ; a)) over the signature e = S 3 i=0 i |where 0 = fa; bg, 1 = ffg, 2 = fgg and 3 = fhg| and variables x 1 , x 2 can be graphically represented as in Figure 1 . Notice that wire duplications (e.g., of x 1 ) and wire swappings (e.g., of x 2 and a copy of x 1 ) are auxiliary, in the sense that they belong to any wire-and-box model, independently from the underlying signature. The properties of the auxiliary structure are far from trivial and could lead to misleading system representations if their interpretation were not well-formalized.
For example, let us consider the wire-and-box diagrams c 1 and c 2 in Figure 2 . In a value-oriented interpretation, both c 1 and c 2 yield the same term g(a; a). Instead, in a reference-oriented interpretation, c 1 and c 2 de ne di erent situations: In the former case the two arguments of g are not related, while in the latter case they point to the same shared location. The di erence becomes more evident if we add the rewriting rules fa ) b; a ) cg for modeling the dynamics of our diagrams. Indeed, while we need two (concurrent) rewrites to transform c 1 into the representation of g(b; b), only one rewrite is needed to apply a similar transformation to c 2 . At the same time, it is impossible to obtain (any representation of) the term g(b; c) from c 2 .
Many mathematical structures have been proposed in the literature to express formalisms di erent from the ordinary, tree-like presentation of terms. Early examples can be found in the works of German algebraists, such as the xcategories of G unter Hotz 39] , the s-monoidal categories of Michael Pfender 70] , and the dht-categories of Hans-Joerge Hoenke 36, 37] . A common element to all these structures is the fact that they can be thought of as suitable enrichments of monoidal categories 52], which give the basis for the description of a distributed environment in terms of a wire-and-box diagram; the enrichment usually relies on the addition of categorical transformations with or without the naturality requirement. Mid-eighties studies along this line include the ownomial calculus of Gheorge S tef anescu 23, 24] , and the Petri nets are monoids approach proposed by Jos e Meseguer and Ugo Montanari 26, 57] .
In the next section we introduce an incremental description for algebraic theories. Such a presentation allows to capture also other important theories, and we focus our attention on gs-monoidal theories. We observe that algebraic and gs-monoidal theories di er only for two axioms, which represent the di erence between implicit (as in the ordinary description of terms) and explicit (as it is the case instead in formalisms like term graphs 2 , usually presented with a set-theoretical avour) sharing of sub-terms. For more details, we refer to 20] and to a recent joint work of the authors with Roberto Bruni 9] ; in the latter we propose a schema for describing normal forms for this kind of structures, obtaining a framework where each structure nds a standard representation.
On theories
We recall here some basic de nitions, which are used to recast the usual notion of term over a signature in a more general setting. If S is a singleton, the hyper-signature is called one-sorted and it is simply denoted by the family f n;m g n;m2N .
Ordinary, many-sorted signatures can be obtained as an instance of the previous de nition, by requiring that w;w 0 6 = ; ) w 0 2 S. Moreover, if S is a singleton, the signature is one-sorted, and it is denoted by the family f n g n2N .
We can think of a many-sorted hyper-signature of operators as some sort of graph structure: Its nodes are the elements of the free monoid S , while its edges are the operators, such that f : w ! w 0 if and only if f 2 w;w 0 .
Exploiting this intuition, we can give an inductive, step-by-step account of the usual algebraic notion of term, by means of a chain of structures of increasing complexity. Let us stick to one-sorted hyper-signatures, where arities are elements of the set N c of (underlined) natural numbers, the monoid operation is de ned as n m = n + m, and 0 is the neutral element. Given a hypersignature, we can inductively characterize suitable monoids of arrows. Each arrow is equipped with source and target functions, with value in N c , and it is usually written as t : n ! m. Roughly, such an arrow denotes a structure t (a diagram in the wire-and-box model), with n distinct variables occurring in it, and with m ports from which it can be accessed.
Definition 2.2 (graph theories)
Given a hyper-signature , the set of arrows of the graph theory G( ) is generated by the following inference rules (generators) f 2 n;m f : n ! m 2 G( ) (pairing) s : n ! m; t : n 0 ! m 0 s t : n n 0 ! m m 0 (identities) n 2 N c id n : n ! n Moreover, the pairing operator is associative, id 0 is the neutral element of the resulting monoid of arrows, and the monoidality axiom id n m = id n id m holds for all n; m 2 N c .
Given a hyper-signature , a graph -equation is a sentence of the form s = t with s; t : n ! m arrows in G( ). Given a set E of such equations, we denote by G E ( ) the monoidal theory for the pair ( ; E): Its objects are the elements of N c ; its arrows are the equivalence classes of those in G( ), modulo the congruence generated by the set E of equations.
Given G E ( ); G E 0 ( 0 ) graph theories, a graph theory morphism F : G E ( ) ! G E 0 ( 0 ) is a monoid morphism, preserving source and target. Monoidal theories consider a monoid of arrows equipped with an explicit operation of composition. Thanks to the functoriality axiom, any arrow in M( ) can indeed be written in a normal form as a sequential composition of concrete arrows already`appearing' in the underlying graph theory. A monoidal theory is just an example of a (strict) monoidal category (it is, in fact, the free strict monoidal category generated by ), and for these categories many representation results are well-known. Now we introduce the more expressive kind of theories we deal with in our paper, gs-monoidal theories. for all n; m; l 2 N c ; the coherence axioms r n ; (id n r n ) = r n ; (r n id n ) r n ; n;n = r n r n ; (id n ! n ) = id n n;m ; m;n = id n id m for all n; m 2 N c ; and the naturality axiom (s t); m;k = n;l ; (t s) for all s : n ! m; t : l ! k.
Given a hyper-signature , a gs-monoidal -equation is a sentence of the form s = t with s; t : n ! m arrows in GS( ). Given a set E of such equations, we denote by GS E ( ) the monoidal theory for the pair ( ; E): Its objects are natural numbers; its arrows are the equivalence classes of those in GS( ), modulo the congruence generated by the set E of equations.
Given GS E ( ); GS E 0 ( 0 ) gs-monoidal theories, a gs-monoidal theory morphism F : GS E ( ) ! GS E 0 ( 0 ) is a monoidal theory morphism, preserving also permutations, duplicators and dischargers.
The gs-monoidal theory GS( ) is an example of a symmetric strict monoidal category. The additional structure, namely the operators r and !, allows for a (controlled) form of duplication and discharge of data. The enriched structure falls short of the de nition of a cartesian category only because of two missing axioms, imposing the satisfaction of naturality also for these operators. Given a hyper-signature , the algebraic theory A( ) is the gs-monoidal theory GS En ( ), where E n is the set of gs-monoidal equations expressing the naturality of duplicators and dischargers, namely s; r m = r n ; (s s) s; ! m =! n for all s : n ! m.
It can be considered part of the categorical folklore the fact that the cartesian product canonically induces a monoidal product, together with a family of suitable natural transformations, usually denoted as diagonals and projections (related papers range from 37, 70] to the more recent 41, 48] ). Then, our de nition of algebraic theory can be proved equivalent to the classical one, dating back to the early work of Lawvere 47, 50] . The following, classical result states the equivalence between these theories and the the usual term algebra construction for ordinary signatures. Given an ordinary signature , for all n; m 2 N c there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set of arrows with source n and target m of A( ) and the m-tuples of elements of the term algebra {over a set of n variables{ associated to .
The previous result states that each arrow t : n ! 1 uniquely identi es an element of the term algebra over the set fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g. An arrow t : n ! m is an m-tuple of such elements, and composition is term substitution. Note that this correspondence requires that both r and ! are natural; that is, gs-monoidal theories are in fact too concrete, distinguishing elements that intuitively represent the same term. In fact, a fundamental property of correspondence can be shown between gs-monoidal theories (over ordinary signatures) and term graphs: Each arrow t : n ! m identi es a term graph over with a speci ed m-tuple of roots and a speci ed n-tuple of variable nodes, and composition is graph replacement 19] . The acronym gs stands indeed for graph substitution.
Example 2.1 (terms and theories) Let us consider the signature e = S 3 i=0 i , where 0 = fa; bg, 1 = ffg, 2 = fgg and 3 = fhg. Some of the arrows in GS( e ) are a; f : 0 ! 1, (a f); g : 1 ! 1 and a; r 1 ; (f r 1 ); h : 0 ! 1. They correspond to terms f(a); g(a; f(x)) and h(f(a); a; a), respectively, for a given variable x. Such a correspondence can not be pushed too far. For example, both c 1 = (a a); g and c 2 = a; r 1 ; g are arrows of GS( e ); they correspond to the same term g(a; a), but they are di erent as elements of GS( e ), while they are identi ed by the naturality axiom for r in A( e ). Figure 2 o ers an intuitive pictorial description of such a di erence.
The incremental description of these theories, and in particular the relevance of the computational interpretation of (the di erent presentations of) gsmonoidal theories, plays an important rôle in the description of the various encodings presented in the following sections. In fact, the main point of our discussion is that algebraic (and a fortiori gs-monoidal) theories allow a description of terms which is far more general, and at the same time more concrete, than the one allowed by the ordinary description as elements of a term algebra, separating in a better way the` -structure' from the additional algebraic structure that the meta-operators used in the set-theoretical presentation of term algebras (like substitution) implicitly enjoy 19,21].
3 Rewriting logic
The unconditional, one-sorted rewriting logic
We assume the reader to be familiar with the usual, set-theoretic presentation of algebraic speci cations. In particular, given a signature and a set of variables X, then T (X) denotes the free algebra over X. Given an ordering fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :g over variables, the set of arrows t : n ! 1 of the algebraic theory A( ) coincides with T (fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g) for all n 2 N, as suggested by Proposition 2.1. If E is a set of -equations, that is, sentences of the form s = t with s; t 2 T (X), then T ;E (X) denotes the free algebra over X of the equational variety induced by E. 3 
Definition 3.1 (Rewrite Theories)
A labeled rewrite theory R is a 4-tuple h ; E; L; Ri where is a signature, E is a set of -equations, L is a set of labels, and R L T ;E (X) T ;E (X) is a set of labeled rewrite rules. Table 1 , where t(w=x) denotes the simultaneous substitution of w i for x i in t.
A rewrite theory is just a static description of`what a system can do'; the behaviour of the theory is instead given by the rewrite relation induced by the rules of deduction. The deduction system in Table 1 was introduced in 54], and it is only one of the possible, equivalent ways to entail the same class of sequents. It has, however, the advantage of being rather intuitive. Maybe the most interesting rule is replacement. First, it implies that the transition relation is stable, that is, it is closed under substitution. Moreover, the associated sequent describes the simultaneous execution of nested rewrites: Two sub-terms matching the left-hand sides of two rules can be rewritten in parallel even if their roots are not disjoint, i.e., if one is above the other, provided that they do not overlap.
Indeed, in 54] Jos e Meseguer takes advantage of the correspondence between deductions in rewriting logic and (concurrent) computations, de ning a model for a rewrite theory as a system whose states are E-equivalence classes of -terms, and whose transitions are equivalence classes of terms representing proofs in rewriting deduction, that is, concurrent rewrites using the rules in R. The rules for generating such proof terms are obtained from the inference rule of De nition 3.2 by decorating the sequents, thus encoding a justi cation of the rewrite. The topic out of the scope of the present discussion; we refer to 54] for the de nition of the original semantics, and to 21] for a discussion of the subtleties connected to the presence of non-linear rules.
Review of applications 3.2.1 At the basis of concurrency: on Petri nets
Introduced by Carl Adam Petri in his dissertation 69], Petri nets are a foundational formalism for the speci cation of distributed systems. They assume the existence of a set of atomic resources, the places, with the intended meaning that a collection of places represents a state of the system. The evolution is described by (the closure of) a set of transitions, stating possible local changes in the distribution of resources.
Given a set S, we denote as S the free commutative monoid over S and, accordingly to the literature on nets, we call markings its elements, that is, the multi-sets over S. We can now recall the description of the behaviour for so-called place/transition nets. The multi-set union and subtraction operators are de ned point-wise (note that is actually a partial operation), and the partial order over markings is just multi-set inclusion.
We already remarked that rewriting logic o ers a exible framework where other formalisms for the speci cation of concurrent systems can be expressed and implemented, thus exploiting its tools for executability. In the case at hand, it just need to state the associativity, commutativity and existence of an identity b for the binary operator b , representing multi-set union. (with b used in in x notation) for x; y; z 2 X.
The order of application of the operator b is immaterial, since it satis es the associativity axiom. Thus, there is an obvious bijection between multi-sets of places and arrows with source 0 and target 1. It associates to each multi-set M = fa 1 ; : : : ; a n g an arrow s M ] : 0 ! 1, de ned informally as a 1 b : : : b a n . We can now state a simple correspondence result between the ring semantics of a net, and the sequents entailed by the associated theory. We do not discuss here the algebraic description of the process semantics for nets, and we refer the reader to the seminal 57] 4 . Alternatively, the multi-set structure of markings could be recovered by considering each place as an operation with source and target 0, and then analyzing its associated monoidal theory; this is re ected in the presentation of zero-safe nets 13] given by Roberto Bruni and Ugo Montanari. Likewise, also the ring step semantics could be recovered extending the rewriting logic paradigm to monoidal theories; we defer such an extension to Section 3.3.
Encoding substitution: on the -calculus
As Petri nets represent a foundational paradigm for distributed computations, the untyped -calculus is universally acknowledged as a canonical representative for functional languages. Roughly, each element t of the language represents a function, and the binding operator x:t informally denotes the same function of t, abstracting on the formal parameter x. The presentation of (untyped) -terms is usually given with a standard algebraic construction, while the reduction mechanism relies on the meta-operation of substitution, replacing each occurrence of a formal parameter x in a term t with another term s.
To t the whole presentation in a purely algebraic style, we must therefore recast substitution as just another operator, and write equational axioms which reduce every term to an equivalent one which is substitution-free. The signature e associated to the -calculus contains the sorts N and , corresponding to names and terms, respectively; the constants x; y; : N ! .
The standard syntax of -calculus is obtained via the restriction of the signature e to the sub-signature , obtained by throwing away the substitution operator, and quotienting terms with respect to -conversion, stating that bound names are immaterial in determining the semantics. The unique reduction rule is the -reduction rule ( x:t)s ! tf s = x g, de ned over terms of and where f s = x g indicates the (meta-operation of) substitution of the occurrences of the name x in t for the term s. In order to nd a rewrite theory for terms in e , we need rst to encode -convertibility as a suitable axiom, and to ensure that the substitution operator behaves in the intended way.
Let X = X be a set of variables of sort , ranged over by M; N; O; : : :, and let fn be the usual function computing the free names of a ground term of sort . Given a ground term t, the axiom de ning -conversion is x:t = y:(t y = x ]) for y 6 2 fn(t):
The remaining axioms allow reducing every ground term to one built up without using substitution. As for the one encoding -conversion, they are just schemata, i.e., they represent a denumerable set of axioms. We refer to 49] for a conditional, nitary presentation inducing the same equivalence relation. Given a ground term t of sort , there exists a ground termt in standard form such that t] E = t ] E .
-reduction can now be simulated over the terms in e via a suitable rule, using the substitution operator. The rewrite theory R for -calculus is the 4-tuple h e ; E ; L ; R i, such that L = f g and R = f :
The precise correspondence statement between the semantics can be found in 49]. We just point out that the main result of that paper is not the presentation of the -reduction via an ordinary calculus (a topic well-explored in the so-called explicit substitution framework 1]), but the analysis of the concurrent semantics induced over the reduction steps by the axioms of rewriting logic, via a comparison with the permutation equivalence proposed by Jean-Jacques L evy 40, 51] . Roughly, the main point is that the rewriting steps are too concrete. For example, forgetting for the sake of readability the coercion operator and the subscript E , let us consider the terms ( x: x) z and ( y: y) z, belonging to the same equivalence class. The sequent ( x: x) z] ! z] can then be obtained via two di erent choices of the formal parameter for the binding operator, and the associated proof terms are therefore di erent 5 . Since the two reductions act on the same term, there is no reason for the two proofs not being equated. However, the expected equivalence cannot be derived by the standard axiomatization proposed for rewriting logic, and an additional set of equations has to be added, simulating -conversion for proof terms; we refer again the reader to 49].
Extending the paradigm to non-cartesian structures
The deduction rules presented in Table 1 make clear that the underlying idea of the rewriting logic paradigm is that the rewrite relation has to be built inductively, lifting to computations the structure of terms. Such an intuition can be exploited to describe suitable notions of computation also over structures other than terms: In particular, over elements of gs-monoidal theories, as for the deduction system presented in this section. A labeled, gs-monoidal rewrite theory R is a 4-tuple h ; E; L; Ri where is a hyper-signature, E is a set of gs-monoidal -equations, L is a set of labels, and The explicit mention in gs-monoidal rules of the source and target of the arrows is the counterpart of the implicit assumption on the number of variables occurring in the rules of De nition 3.1. To further stress this intuition, gsmonoidal rewrite rules in R may also be understood as basic sequents, while more complex deductions can be obtained by a nite application of ve rules. Table 2 .
Of course, the deduction system we just presented is also valid for rewriting over monoidal theories: Since we are not interested in the eventual structure of proof terms, we just need to change the premise of the re exivity rule, restricting the attention to terms in M E ( ). The system in Table 2 induces over terms the same rewrite relation as the one de ned in Table 1 for algebraic sequents, since algebraic theories are just gs-monoidal theories plus the naturality axioms E n , that is, A E ( ) = GS E En ( ). The correspondence result between the two deduction systems is explicitly given by the following proposition, stated here only for rewrite theories with an empty set of axioms. Let R = h ; ;; L; Ri be a rewrite theory, and let R gs = h ; E n ; L; Ri be the associated gs-monoidal rewrite theory. Furthermore, let s; t be terms over n It is relevant the fact that also a converse translation exists. It is enough to introduce explicit operators and rules for encoding the gs-monoidal structure into an algebraic theory, as it is the case for the monoidal structure of Petri nets. The explicit construction is similar to the encoding of controls for action calculi via control signatures, presented in De nition 4.9, and to the encoding of tile logic into rewriting logic, recalled on Section 5.3. They all use a formalism for algebraic speci cation called (partial) membership equational logic 56], which is able to specify partial algebras with overloading and operations with equationally speci ed domains of de nition.
4 Action calculi
The rst-order calculus
As for gs-monoidal rewriting logic, also action calculi consider as primitive the combination of rules with respect to three basic operators. With respect to such a logic, though, the emphasis is on higher-order features: The associated notion is that of controls, that is, of generalized parametric operators. Controls allow modeling some primitive operators of process calculi, such as pre xing.
We recall here the presentation of action calculi given in 2,32]. It is slightly di erent from the original presentation in 64] regarding the choice of basic operators and axioms, but it is now considered standard, and it is better suited for our purposes. In addition, we freely use the notation introduced in Section 2 for monoidal and gs-monoidal theories. Intuitively, a set of controls generalizes the standard notion of hyper-signature:
Each control name k 2 K is an operator, and it is implicitly polymorphic, since there exists in general an in nite number of tuples (hp 1 ; q 1 i; : : : ; hp r ; q r i; hp; qi) such that k : hp 1 ; q 1 i; : : : ; hp r ; q r i ! hp; qi 2 K. We say that k 2 K has rank r (in general, that is has xed rank), if R \ (fkg Q r Q ) 6 = ; for at most one r. A hyper-signature is then a set of controls with xed rank 0, such that Z is the free monoid S over a set S of arities, and R \ (fkg Q ) contains at most one element for each k (thus R becomes a function from K to Q).
Definition 4.2 (action calculi statics)
Given a set K of controls over a monoid Z of arities, and a set of names X = U z2Z X z , the set T X (K) of terms over (K; X) include the arrows of the hxi represents a free occurrence of x and tf s = x g denotes the capture-avoiding substitution. Thus, intuitively, the rst concrete axiom simply describes the application of an abstraction to a name; the second deletes an abstraction over a name not occurring inside the term.
We have then all the basic features of a higher-order calculus, and more structure (in fact, a gs-monoidal one) is actually hidden in the interaction between basic operators and abstraction. Until now, however, we have just de ned the statics of an action calculus, that is, the data structure (in our own terminology, the theory) over which rewriting is executed. The dynamics of a calculus { a topic less studied in the literature { is described as a pre-order over the arrows of each calculus, where s & t means that s can be rewritten to t. Given a set K of controls, and a set of names X, a reaction relation for T X (K) is given by a pre-order & over the terms in T X (K), which preserves the arities and is closed under abstraction, composition and pairing.
Equivalently, we will sometimes say that & is generated by the closure of a basic reaction & R , that is, &= (& R ) f(x);;; g . Thus, the reaction is not closed under controls; as we will see, this is the pivotal point for action calculi, enhancing their expressive power and allowing for their modeling of mobility. An action calculus AC is a triple hK; X; &i, for K a set of controls, X a set of names, and & a reaction relation over T X (K). By abuse of notation, we usually denote a calculus by AC X (K), that is, characterizing only its statics.
Review of applications
4.2.1 At the basis of higher-order: on the -calculus
As well-argued in 68], the relevant aspect of abstraction in action calculi is its use for the communication of names, instead of (the body of) processes. The feature is typical of the formalism at the roots of action calculi, thecalculus, and it is in contrast with the usual higher-order languages. In order to faithfully encode (a variant of) the simply typed -calculus, explicit controls for -abstraction and function application are thus needed.
The action calculus lamc lies at the basis of the presentation of higher-order action calculi 62]. The main idea is to consider the set of (underlined) natural numbers N c as the monoid of arities, to freely close it with respect to a`functional map' ? ) ?, and to consider names whose arities are either 1 or n ) m for n; m 2 N c . Thus, the interaction of abstraction with the controls of rank 1 and ap of rank 0 recovers both -abstraction and function application. The action calculus lamc contains a set of names X 1 ] X n)m and the set of controls : hn; mi ! h0; n ) mi of rank 1 and ap : ! h(n ) m) n; mi of rank 6 0. The reaction relation is obtained as the free closure of the following rules of deduction ( ) ( (t) id l ); (x)s & sf (t) = x g for t : n ! m; s : l ! k; x 2 X n)m ; ( ) ( (t) id n ); ap & t for t : n ! m:
The combination of the two rules implements -reduction: The rst rule allows the substitution of higher-order variables with terms; the second simulates the -reduction over a -abstraction.
Note that is a schema, since it relies on the operation of substitution. As argued in 63], it`can be replaced by a set of rules which perform the substitution incrementally', thus falling into the range of calculi for explicit substitutions, recalled in Section 3.2.2. We refer to 33] for a correspondence result between a variant of the simply-typed, call-by-value -calculus arising from the computational -calculus of Eugenio Moggi 66] and the action calculus lamb, obtained extending lamc with a reaction rule for simulating the -reduction over a higher-order variable, namely ( ) ((hxi id n ); ap) & hxi for x 2 X n)m :
Pre xes as boxes: on the asynchronous -calculus
The -calculus 65] is one of the best studied examples of mobile process calculi, namely calculi in which the communication topology among processes can evolve dynamically when computation progresses. We recall here the action calculus pic, extended with the box control, which is able to recast the reduction semantics for a suitable sub-language of the asynchronous -calculus 38], a variant of the -calculus where emission of messages is non-blocking, described in the Appendix.
Definition 4.6 (action calculus for -calculus)
The action calculus pic contains the set of names X 1 = Names (that is, those names used for the construction of the basic -processes in De nition 7.1), and the set of controls box : hn; mi ! h1; mi of rank 1, : ! h0; 1i and out : ! h1 n; 0i of rank 0. The reaction relation is obtained via the free closure of the following rule of deduction (which is a schema) out x box x (t) & p t for t : n ! m; x 2 X 1 for derived operators out x = (hxi id n ); out and box x (t) = hxi; box(t).
Similarly to what happened for the encoding of the -calculus, the interaction of the controls with abstraction is able to recover pre x, output and restriction. Now we address the question of mapping each asynchronous basic process into a term of the statics of pic. We consider the mapping b 
Flattening controls
The main problem in the encoding of an action calculus into a rewrite theory is linked to the elimination of names. More properly, it is linked to the elimination of abstraction, and of the axioms involving the meta-condition of freeness; without those axioms, names could instead be thought of just as additional constants, as for -calculus in Section 3.2.2. When introduced by Philippa Gardner in 31], closed action calculi were designed with the intention of o ering a name-free account of action calculi. More general results on the topic have been proved recently by Du sko Pavlovi c 68], who showed that abstraction is a derived operator in a large class of closed calculi containing names. We recall now the basic de nitions of closed calculi with names, restricting ourselves, for the sake of readability, to the one-sorted case, and to controls with xed rank. Given a set of controls K, the corresponding set of closed controls K c is de ned as the set of controls fk l : hl n 1 ; m 1 i; : : : ; hl n r ; m r i ! hl n; mig for all l 2 N c and k : hn 1 ; m 1 i; : : : ; hn r ; m r i ! hn; mi 2 K Roughly, an extended control k l mimics the application of a control k to a set of terms that have been`abstracted' with respect to a sequence of names of length l. Intuitively, an action calculus AC X (K) can be encoded into a closed calculus with names via a mapping F that associates to a term of the form (x) k(t)] its`simulation' k 1 (F (t)). Given a set K of controls, and a set of names X, the set CT X (K) of extended terms over (K; X) includes the arrows of the gs-monoidal theory GS(;) associated to the empty signature, extended with the inference rules (names) x 2 X hxi : 0 ! 1 (controls) t 1 : n 1 ! m 1 ; : : : ; t r : n r ! m r k(t 1 ; : : : ; t r ) : n ! m for k : hn 1 ; m 1 i; : : : ; hn r ; m r i ! hn; mi 2 K c , and satisfying the control axioms ( l;l 0 id n ); k l 0 l (t 1 ; : : : ; t r ) = k l l 0 (( l;l 0 id n 1 ); t 1 ; : : : ; ( l;l 0 id n r ); t r ) (r l id n ); k l l (t 1 ; : : : ; t r ) = k l ((r l id n 1 ); t 1 ; : : : ; (r l id n r ); t r ) (! l id n ); k 0 (t 1 ; : : : ; t r ) = k l ((! l id n 1 ); t 1 ; : : : ; (! l id n r ); t r ) for all k 2 K, l; l 0 2 N c , and the naming axioms hxi; r 1 = hxi hxi hxi; ! 1 = id 0 (hxi id n ); k 1 l (t 1 ; : : : ; t r ) = k l ((hxi id l n 1 ); t 1 ; : : : ; (hxi id l n r ); t r )
for all x 2 X, l 2 N c .
Given a set K of controls, and a set of names X, a reaction relation for CT X (K) is given by a pre-order & over the terms in CT X (K), which preserves the arities and is closed under composition and pairing.
An extended closed action calculus CAC is a triple hK; X; &i, for K a set of controls, X a set of names, and & a reaction relation over CT X (K). By abuse of notation, we usually denote a closed calculus by CAC X (K).
Intuitively, the control and naming axioms simulate the interaction between the basic operators of the gs-monoidal theory on one side, and the controls and names, respectively, on the other. For example, the nal naming axiom states that the term obtained by composing the name hxi and the control k 1 l , applied to a set of sub-terms abstracted with respect to 1 l names, is equivalent to the control k l , applied to a set of sub-terms abstracted with respect to l names.
We refer the reader to 32] for an intuitive, syntax-driven presentation of the encoding of the generic action calculus AC X (K) into the closed calculus CAC X (K). In this section we consider such an encoding as given, and we prove instead the correspondence between closed calculi with names and gs-monoidal theories. Our presentation suggests that extended terms are just arrows of suitable (gs-)monoidal theories, where the generator rule is subsumed by the more general control rule. Thus, a set of controls can indeed be considered as a hyper-signature, just by encoding each term of the form k(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) as a new operator. Given a set K of controls, the associated control signature K is a hypersignature such that k(t 1 ;:::;tn) 2 K n;m if and only if k(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) : n ! m 2 CT ; (K).
We agree that the previous translation is rather simplistic. More abstract presentations could be obtained by enriching the kind of equational logic at hand, using e.g. membership equational logic 56], but we consider the proposed definition of control signatures adequate for our purposes. Given a set of names X, the associated name signature X is a signature such that x 2 X 0;1 if and only if x 2 X. Given a set K of controls, and a set of names X, the associated calculus signature K;X is the disjoint union K ] X ; the calculus axioms E K;X are those equations over terms of GS( K;X ) that correspond to the control and naming axioms of De nition 4.8.
The following proposition shows that it is not necessary to generalize the control signature, including a new operator for each term containing both controls and names. Instead, names can be freely added after the construction of the signature K .
Proposition 4.2 (normal forms)
Given a set K of controls, and a set of names X, for each arrow t : n ! m 2 CT X (K), containing the names x 1 ; : : : ; x l 2 X, there exists a t 0 : l n ! m 2 CT ; (K) (i.e., containing no names) such that t = (hx 1 i : : : hx l i id n ); t 0 .
The proof can be easily given by induction on the structure of terms, but it can be recovered also by general results on the characterization of functional completeness in 68]. Thus, the following proposition immediately holds. Given a set K of controls, and a set of names X, the following properties hold (1) the morphism G 0 : GS E K;X ( K;X ) ! CT X (K), de ned inductively as G 0 ( x ) = hxi G 0 ( k(t 1 ;:::;tn) ) = k(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )
can be extended to a gs-monoidal theory morphism;
(2) the morphism G o : CT X (K) ! GS E K;X ( K;X ), de ned inductively as
G o (k(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )) = k(t 1 ;:::;tn) for t i 2 CT ; (K)
can be extended to a gs-monoidal theory morphism; (3) the morphisms G 0 and G o are inverse (up to equivalence) to each other.
We can now spell out the precise correspondence between closed action calculi with names and gs-monoidal theories. Given a closed calculus with names CAC X (K), whose reaction relation & is generated from the reaction relation & R , the associated gs-monoidal rewrite theory R K;X is the 4-tuple h K;X ; E K;X ; L; Ri, where r s;t : G o (s)] ! G o (t)] 2 R for all s & R t.
Since each extended term obtained by an application of the controls rule is simulated by a new operator, the gs-monoidal theory associated to a calculus generates sequents that may only perform reductions`at the top': It is impossible to rewrite`inside' any such operators. Thus, the following result can be easily proved by structural induction. Let CAC X (K) be a closed calculus with names, and let R K;X be the associated gs-monoidal rewrite theory. Furthermore, let s; t : n ! m be extended terms, and let G o (s)]; G o (t)] : n ! m be the corresponding elements of GS E K;X ( K;X ). 5 Tile logic
On algebraic tile logic
Di erently from rewriting logic and action calculi, each rule in tile logic aims at describing the possible behaviour of an open system, that is, some kind of process module, whose evolution is dynamically dependent on the synchronization of its sub-components. Algebraic tile systems represent an easy formalism for describing the behaviour of reactive systems; they were introduced in 30], where also the corresponding models were studied. As for rewrite theories, the rules of a tile system are its basic sequents. In the following, we say that the initial con guration s evolves to the nal con guration t, using a trigger a and producing an e ect b, if if it can be obtained by a nite number of applications of the inference rules given in Table 3 .
Basic rules provide the generators of the sequents, together with suitable identity arrows, whose intuitive meaning is that an element of A E h ( h ) stays idle during a rewrite, showing no e ect and using no trigger. Composition rules express the way in which sequents can be combined, either sequentially (vert), or executing them in parallel (par), or nesting one inside the other (hor).
Similarly to rewrite theories, also for tile systems a correspondence between deductions and (concurrent) computations can be established, decorating each sequent with a proof term that encodes the causes of the computation. Di erent, yet computationally equivalent deductions may be equated via suitable sets of axioms for proof terms, extending those for rewriting logic. For a comparison between the axioms for rewriting logic and those for algebraic tile logic, we refer the reader to 30].
Since we are not interested here in the computational structure of proof terms, it is immediate to recover di erent tile systems, simply by di erent choices of the theories where the components of a tile live. In particular, we will consider gs-monoidal tile systems for the case study in Section 5.2.2. As algebraic tile systems generalize rewrite theories, thus gs-monoidal or monoidal tile systems generalize gs-monoidal or monoidal rewrite theories, as de ned in Section 3.3.
Review of applications

A nite schema for non-determinism and parallelism: on ccs
Process (Description) Algebras 5, 35, 61] o er a constructive way to describe concurrent systems, considered as structured entities (the processes) interacting by means of some synchronization mechanism. The central idea is that a process is a term of an algebra over a set of process constructors, on the assumption that algebraic operators represent basic features of a concurrent system. Maybe, the most representative example is the Calculus of Communicating Systems (shortly, ccs) introduced by Robin Milner. The structure of ccs processes is given by the signature ccs described below. The one-sorted signature ccs associated to ccs contains the constant nil : 0 ! 1, denoting the inactive state; the pre x operators f ; : 1 ! 1 j 2 Actnf gg; the silent action operator : 1 ! 1; the restriction operators fn : 1 ! 1 j 2 Actnf gg; and nally, the parallel composition jj : 2 ! 1 and the non-deterministic choice + : 2 ! 1 operators.
We denote by p the restriction of ccs to the pre xes and the silent action operators, ranged over by : 1 ! 1.
The operational semantics of ccs is given by the transition systems T ccs , presented in the sos style via a set of rules with side-conditions; information on the action performed by the transitions in the premise is needed, before applying a rule. Moreover, they assure that the rewriting steps are never performed inside a pre x, since the order in which the rewrites are actually executed is important: The correct operational behaviour of the agent P = : :nil is expressed saying that it executes rst and then . Both properties are easily recast via the features of the inference rules for tiles. Note that there is exactly one tile for each operational rule of ccs; both act and res are parametric with respect to the pre x operators, since the corresponding rules are so. The e ect indicates that the process is actuallỳ running', outputting the pre x . For example, the rule act pre xes an idle process with , and then starts the execution, consuming that same action. There are also three rules dealing with the parallel operator: s synchronizes two running processes, while l and r perform an asynchronous move, taking a running and an idle process.
As a simple example (needed later in Section 5.3), consider the process P e = (( :nil + :nil) j :nil)n and the transition P e ?! (nil j nil)n .
The entailment of the latter is simulated via the following deduction steps, where the blank trigger and id are shorthands for id 0 and id 1 , respectively. There are however many more sequents entailed by T ccs than transitions in T ccs , since the transition system is de ned only over closed processes, whose image are arrows with source 0 and target 1. In fact, as we already remarked, tile systems are naturally equipped with a rewrite relation over open con gurations. In our case, open processes are roughly processes containing place-holders for unspeci ed sub-components, and they are represented by arrows whose source is di erent from 0. A relevant part of the studies on process algebras is actually devoted to the notion of behavioural semantics, that is, to the study of those equivalences that equate closed processes exhibiting the same observable behaviour (i.e., that are able to perform the same actions). We refer the interested reader to 30] for an introduction and some results on tile bisimulation, including its correspondence with the usual notion of strong bisimulation for process algebras. We refer to 74] for an analysis on the relevance of open processes for bisimilarity, in a formalism related to tile systems.
Channels as wires: on the asynchronous -calculus
Recent extensions of the process algebras paradigm involve calculi with higherorder features such as process mobility. Early (and still typical) examples are the -calculus 65] and the calculus of higher-order communicating systems (shortly chocs, introduced by Bent Thomsen 76] ). The tile system for the asynchronous -calculus presented in 28] was based on the idea of viewing the free names of a process as part of the speci cation of the communication interface. In this section we intend to make this intuition more precise, presenting a very simple type system for basic -processes. Each sentence is of the form ? B P, for P a basic -process and ? an ambient, that is, an ordered list of names, with no repetition, containing all those occurring free in P. The set TBPP of typed basic processes for asynchronous -calculus is the set of sentences ? B P, for P a basic process and ? an ambient, inductively generated by the following set of axioms and inference rules ; B 0
x; y B xy x B xx y; x; ? B P x; ? B x(y):P The next result states that our type system is well-behaved with respect to the structural congruence on processes presented in the Appendix, De nition 7.1.
Given an ambient ?, and structurally congruent basic processes P, Q (i.e., such that P = Q), ? B P if and only if ? B Q.
Since the type system is compatible with the structural congruence over basic processes, we can extend it including ambients, in order to identify those processes which are structurally equivalent up to renaming of their free names. Our tile system T for asynchronous -calculus needs a horizontal signature where typed basic processes are interpreted. The hyper-signature has sorts e and a. The rst symbol is reminiscent of the word event, since the terms of sort e can be considered as processes generated by a transition. The second sort, a, is reminiscent of action, and the names of this sort will correspond to names of the calculus. The operators of are fin : e a ! e a; out : ! e a a; : a ! g. Obviously, the operator in corresponds to the input pre xing, and out to the output; note that the only argument of , simulating restriction, is a name and not a process.
The rst step for the simulation of the -calculus is to show an encoding of typed basic processes into arrows of a suitable theory, built out of , and proving that such encoding preserves the typed structural congruence. In order to simplify the presentation, showing at the same time the expressive power of our framework, we plan to interpret some of the operators of the calculus in terms of the auxiliary structure of the theory itself. To this aim, we consider the reverse of a gs-monoidal theory, a cogs-monoidal, on . Namely, the set of arrows of CoGS( ) is obtained via the same inference rules for GS( ), but the operators ! e and r e are replaced by the operators new e : ! e and e : e e ! e (and similarly for sort a), equipped with a set of axioms which is the dual of those holding for dischargers and duplicators. The typed encoding of typed basic processes is the mapping J?K : TBP P ! CoGS( ) de ned by structural recursion on the type proof. The mapping is well-de ned, in the sense that the nal result is independent of the choice of the proof; a typed basic process ? B P is mapped into a term Note the use of a at step 1 for imposing the matching of names, identifying the subject of the input with one of the names of the ambient. Since that name was not generated by the output, the matching is eliminated. Steps 2 and 3 are normalization steps, applying the functoriality axiom and various monoidality and coherence axioms 7 . Figure 3 depicts the wire-and-box diagram for the term given by the mapping before step 2 and after step 3, where the symbol represents elements of sort e, and the symbol represents names of sort a.
The following derivation tree maps the sub-process x; y; w B xw.
Jx; w B xwK = out Jx; w; y B xwK = out new a Jx; y; w B xwK = (out new a ); (id e id a a;a ) 7 Among others, the rst step applies the derived axiom a; = id , while the second one applies the coherence axiom (id a new a ); a = id a new a ) ; (in id a a )) ((out new a ); (id e id a a;a ))); e a a a which is equivalent to the term (out out); (in a;e a ); ( e a id a a ). The latter can be depicted by both wire-and-box diagrams in Figure 4 : The rst diagram is term-like, in the sense that it mirrors faithfully the structure of the term; the second is more compact, since all the wires connecting only`dots' have been collapsed. The compact style will be adopted in the rest of the section.
The mapping J?K is not surjective, because there are terms with target e J?K, e.g. the one in Figure 5 , that are not the image of any typed process; they represent some kind of name-sharing situation which is not allowed in the standard construction for basic processes. Note instead that the typed process a; b; c B ac j a(d):db is structurally congruent to x; y; w B x(z):zy j xw, since the underlying basic processes are structurally congruent up to -conversion of the ambients, and it is easy to check that those two typed processes are mapped to the same term. The more general instance of this property is stated by the following proposition. The previous result states the injectivity of our encoding. The one-to-one correspondence between (structurally congruent) typed basic processes and terms in the image of the mapping J?K is needed to establish a correspondence between tile entailment and the operational semantics of the calculus. The next step in the characterization of our tile system is the vertical hypersignature, act . It contains only one operator, namely : e ! e, obviously denoting the occurrence of a reduction.
The nal step is the de nition of the rules. The leading intuition is to consider a sequential process P (that is, either an output or a process whose top operator is an input pre x) as some kind of software component, possibly distributed over a network, while the process combinators (i.e., parallel composition and restriction) represent the coordination language. Our tile systems thus need only two rules: The rst simulates the occurrence of a reduction (i.e., the actual activity of a component); the second simulates the ow of information over the network (i.e., the coordination of the components). The tile system T for the asynchronous -calculus is the 6-tuple h ; ;; act ; ;; L ; R i, where R L CoGS( ) G( act ) G( act ) CoGS( ), for L = freduct; flowg, is the set of labeled rules below.
We rst present the rules in sequent form. A tile sequent can be represented as a wire-and-box diagram, simply obtained by gluing together the diagrams for the four components of the tile, via the shared interfaces. Note also that all the relevant information is completely represented by the wiring, and only the ordering on the names of source and target should be provided, since it is essential in computing either the horizontal or the vertical composition. Actually, also such an ordering is immaterial for rules, since it will always be possible to obtain tiles with di erent orderings of names in the interfaces by composing with suitable vertical identities. Thus, the reduct and flow rules are represented graphically by the wire-and-box diagrams displayed below; to make these diagrams more understandable, we used dotted lines for the vertical wires. in
The trigger of the reduct rule is id e a ; it refers to the process enabled by the ring of the input pre x. The initial con guration is (in out); ( e a id a ), denoting the simultaneous presence of an input pre x and an output; they can synchronize, since their subjects coincide.
The application of the flow rule is needed to let the actions ow through parallel composition. The trigger of the rule is id e , and it denotes the occurrence of two processes, specifying that one of them is performing a reduction.
In order to make the owing of information better understood, we consider again the typed basic process x; y; w B x(z):zy j xw, and we show how the transition x(z):zy j xw ! b wy is simulated. The corresponding tile is depicted below: Intuitively, the reduct rule is rst placed in parallel with the identity tile for id a , corresponding to the introduction of the name y; it is then instantiated with the identity tile for the term z; y B zy. 
Stretching tiles
Recall that the main point in using tiles with respect to rewriting logic is the ability to express suitable constraints on the dynamic behaviour of the sub-components of an open system. Such constraints are in general di cult to recast using (unconditional) rewrite theories, because rewriting steps can be freely contextualized. A solution is to build theories over a signature which is the disjoint union of both horizontal and vertical signatures, and then stretching tiles into ordinary rewrite rules, as depicted in Figure 6 . The details of the encoding of tile logic into rewriting logic are not trivial; thus, we prefer to give some intuitions, largely borrowing from 11, 58] , and closing the section with its application to the tile speci cation for ccs described in Section 5.2. our tile system, and its proof (i.e., the associated proof term) satis es some additional constraints. A relevant fact is that, for a large class of tile systems (called uniform), the additional constraints reduce to checking that the source and target of the sequent can be correctly partitioned.
Let us consider now the tile system T ccs for ccs described in De nition 5. Note that we proceed top-down in the proof deduction; we have here a kind of`goal-oriented' evaluation of sos inference rules, where we start with the initial con guration and the expected action. In fact, a typical query in a tile system could be:`Derive some of the tiles with initial con guration s and e ect b'. This corresponds to considering sequents in rewriting logic with source s; b and to applying a rewriting step that simulates a tile computation with initial con guration s and e ect b. A sequence of steps is`successful' if the associated target is an element of A( ccs ).
Process and term tile logic are thus powerful speci cation tools, generalizing their algebraic counterpart with a exible mechanism allowing complex interactions between the two dimensions of a tile system. As an example, it is easy to recover full ccs, that is, the extension of the nite case described earlier with a replication operator 11]. The main result of 12, 10] is the introduction of a suitable semantic framework for term tile logic, based on the categorical notion of hyper-transformation 4]. It allows the study of the notion of concurrent computation in this extended setting, as already done for rewrite theories 54] and algebraic tile systems 30].
The correspondence of process and term tile logic with rewriting logic has been extended to the implementation level. In fact, taking advantage of the re ectivity features of tile logic implementations 7, 17, 16] and of the normal forms 9] available for several classes of graphs, it is possible 11,15] to make executable some signi cant tile speci cations by translating them into the languages Maude and ELAN. 6 An informal overview of the features
This nal section has the ambitious task of summing up the discussion so far, in order to provide an informal, short comparison between the di erent formalisms we glimpsed at, trying to nd out a common layout were they can be recast. We apologize to all those authors, involved in the areas we touched upon with our paper, and whose work has been overlooked 8 ; space limitations, and the need not to let the focus wander, forced us to leave out many formalisms proposed recently.
We ask now the reader to allow for a detour, in order to give a more faithful account of the respective issues dealt with by the three proposals we analyzed.
To this aim, we intend to recall some of the meta-formalisms proposed in the concurrency area, circa early Eighties, for the speci cation of rule-based reactive and concurrent systems. While the use of suitable transition systems 45, 67] for the characterization of operational semantics was well-understood, a substantial amount of work in the literature has been devoted to the specication mechanisms needed in order to give a nitary description of a possibly in nite set of transitions. In other words, the notion could be rephrased this way:`Are there guidelines for generating inductively a possibly in nite transition system, which is able to take into account the spatial distribution and the temporal constraints of the underlying computing system?'
The sos approach to operational semantics, as pioneered by Gordon Plotkin 71] , is based on the assumption that a labeled transition system could be generated via a set of inference rules. Each rule is guided by the structure of the terms, and it denotes a conditional evolution of the computing system. In general, such conditions are global, since the premises of a rule may impose arbitrary assumptions on the behaviour of the sub-components of the state under analysis. This is the way the original, interleaving operational semantics for ccs was presented 60]. Suitable extensions such as 25] have been then used for giving an account of truly concurrent semantics for process algebras.
The solution exempli ed by G erard Berry and G erard Boudol with their chemical abstract machine (shortly, cham) 6] is loosely based on the ring steps approach to the semantics for Petri nets, as recalled in Section 3.2.1. A basic operation is assumed, namely multi-set union, as forming the basis for à soup' of agents, representing a distributed state where those agents live and freely interact. The transition system is freely generated from a set of basic rules, with the addition of suitable operations for airlock and cooling. These operations allow to`freeze' a state, imposing a sort of`encapsulation' between its components, expressing constraints over their behaviour.
A third solution is exempli ed by the so-called Petri nets are monoids paradigm 57]. The idea is to consider the transitions as elements of a (possibly commutative) monoid, freely generated from a set of basic rules, considered here as the founding elements of the monoid. Thus, transitions may recover information on the spatial distribution of a system, as shown by the correspondence results with the process semantics for nets 26, 59] . Structured transition systems 18, 22, 29] represent an obvious generalization of the paradigm; states may enjoy now a rather complex structure, which is lifted to the level of transitions, still assuming the basic rules as the founding ingredients.
performing the same operation, but with di erent arities, are needed when decisions should be taken at the level of the whole state. This is the case for non-deterministic choice, simulated by further extending the calculus pic with a control choice of variable rank 63].
Tile logic can be considered as an extension of the rewriting logic paradigm via the use of suitable formats for representing generic con gurations and observations of open systems. A complex system can then be described as a structured composition of simpler entities, such that the global behaviour can be speci ed as a coordination (via triggers/e ects) of local evolutions of the sub-components, without requiring a centralized control. Thus, the formalism ensures properties of compositionality and modularity for the resulting speci cation mechanism, subsuming at the same time most of the usual sos presentations (thus getting rid of conditional rules). Moreover, the additional dimension can also be used to recast features that are typical of higher-order calculi, as shown by the treatment of names in the encoding of asynchronous -calculus. The trade-o lies in the complex notation that may be needed for the two-dimensional representation of computations of processes with a great expressive power. Nevertheless, implementability is guaranteed by the encoding of tile logic into unconditional rewriting logic.
7 Appendix: On the asynchronous -calculus
We recall the syntax for the monadic, asynchronous -calculus, and its reduction semantics 38]. With respect to sos-style semantics, there is no explicit labeling on transitions. A suitable congruence relation over terms allows generating the transition relation from a set of rules over terms in normal form. Let Names be a set of atomic names, ranged over by x; y; z; : : :, equipped with an involutive function x. A basic -process (also, a basic process) is a term generated by the following syntax P ::= 0; xy; x(y):P; ( x)P; P 1 j P 2 and quotiented by the structural axioms P = Q for P; Q -convertible; P j Q = Q j P; P j (Q j R) = (P j Q) j R; P j 0 = P; ( x)( y)P = ( y)( x)P ( x)(P j Q) = P j ( x)Q for x 6 2 fn(P ):
We let P; Q; R; : : : range over the set BPProc of basic -processes.
We assume as usual the standard de nitions for free and bound names of a process, as well as for the operation of substitution used later. Given a process P, its dynamic behaviour can be described as a reduction relation obtained by closing a set of basic rules under structural congruence. The reduction relation for basic processes is the relation B BP Proc BP Proc, closed under structural congruence, inductively generated by the following set of axioms and inference rules x(y):P j xw ! b Pf w = y g P ! b Q ( x)P ! b ( x)Q P ! b Q P j R ! b Q j R where P ! b Q means that hP; Qi 2 B .
Thus, the output operator xy is non-blocking, in the sense that it can not pre x any other process, as it happens instead for the input operator x(y). The intended meaning for the reduction rules is intuitive. In particular, the rule for synchronization states that, if we have an output operator, ready to communicate along the channel x a name z, and we have a process ready to receive such a name over the same channel x, then the result is the process where each occurrence of the place-holder y is replaced by z.
